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AML MUN RULES OF PROCEDURE 

I. Quorum: All committees and the General Assembly require a 2/3 majority 

in order to start the debate and/or vote upon resolutions 

II. Debate: The default and only allowed debate type on resolutions is open 

debate, while closed debate is considered the default type when debating 

amendments 

III. Points:  

Note: A point should not interrupt the speaker unless it is a point of 

personal privilege referring to audibility 

a. Point of Personal Privilege  

 Refers to the comfort and well-being of delegate inside the 

committee 

 May not refer on the context of a speech or the debate 

 Can interrupt a speaker when referring to audibility 

 Is not debatable or subject to a second  

b. Point of Parliamentary Enquiry 

 Used to ask questions directed to the chairs related to the 

Rules of Procedure 

c. Point of Order 

 It is used to bring a procedural mistake by the chairs or a 

delegate to the chairs’ attention, right after it happened   

 May not interrupt a speaker and is not debatable 

d. Point of Information to the Speaker 

 Only entertained after recognized by the chair  

 Question directed to the speaker (only if the speaker has 

opened himself to such points) 

 Delegates must remain standing while the speaker is replying 

to their Point of Information  

 Must be formulated in the form of a short question, one 

question per point  

 A very brief introductory statement may precede the question 

 No dialogue between speaker and questioner will be allowed 

 Follow-ups are not in order in AMLMUN 

 

e. Point of Information to the Chair  

 May not interrupt a speaker  

 Refers to anything not falling under any of the aforementioned 

categories 

IV. Motions 

a. Motion to move to the previous Question 

 Suggests the closure of the formal procedure going on at the 

time so that the voting procedure can take place. 
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 When in time in favor of an amendment, this motion means 

to move to time against the amendment. 

 Requires a second  

 Up to the discretion of the chair 

b. Motion to adjourn the Debate 

 Calls for the temporary halt of the debate  

 Debatable 

 Requires simple majority 

c. Motion to Reconsider a Resolution 

 Refers to a resolution already voted upon  

 Not debatable 

 Requires 2/3 majority 

d. Motion to withdraw a Resolution 

 Valid only if all co-submitters agree upon it 

e. Motion to divide the House 

 Up to the discretion of the chair 

 It calls for the voting to be re-commenced, but this time with 

no abstentions allowed 

 It may only be entertained when voting on resolutions 

f. Motion to retake the Vote 

 Applicable when a delegate feels that there has been a 

mistake in the vote count 

 Not debatable, or voted upon, up to the discretion of the chair 

g. Motion to approach the chairs 

 A delegate may request permission to approach the Chair to 

discuss an exceptionally delicate matter. 

V. Amendments: 

Amendments are alterations or adjustments to the resolution under 

debate which are proposed by the delegates of the house. The procedure 

for an amendment to occur is as follows; the delegate willing to amend 

submits an amendment sheet clearly stating the clause that he/she is 

willing to alter or strike out or the close clause they want to add. The 

delegate needs to raise their placard to obtain the floor when instructed 

to do so by the chairs and ask whether their amendment is in order, if 

recognized. The default debate format for amendments is closed debate, 

which means that there is separate time for speeches in favor and against 

the amendment, with authority to overrule a speech given to the chair in 

instances where the speech is deemed out of content. In AML MUN 

friendly amendments are not in order.  

a. First Degree Amendments 

Amendments suggesting alteration in the resolution under debate.  

b. Second Degree Amendments  
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Amendments suggesting alteration in the amendment under debate. 

Such amendments are only entertained during the time against the 

amendment, and after the closure of the debate on the second-

degree amendment, the debate on the original amendment resumes 

VI. Official Documents  

The only delegate-produced official documents are resolutions. A 

resolution is the product of the collaboration between member states in 

their alliances. Resolutions are formed during lobbying and discussed 

during formal debate 

VII. Lobbying  

Lobbying is an informal procedure which occurs in the beginning of the 

conference and aims in giving delegates the chance to communicate with 

each other in regard to their views on the topic and eventually the 

formation of alliances and resolutions. During lobbying delegates are 

supposed to gather in groups with common interests depending on their 

country allocations (alliances), where after gathering their ideas and 

proposed closes (draft resolution), they decide on a main submitter, as 

the person to present the resolution, all other delegates signing the draft 

are co-submitters. Delegates are prohibited from signing more than one 

resolution per topic and strongly urged to sign at least one. There is a 

minimum number of signatories that each draft resolution must have (1/3 

of the committee?) 

VIII. Yielding the Floor  

Delegates are allowed to yield the floor to another delegate, if both the 

chair and the other delegate accept it, to the chair, or to points of 

information. However, the second consecutive yield before the chairs 

recognize a new speaker needs to be a yield to the chairs.  

IX. Voting  

During voting procedures, the only people allowed in the room are 

conference officers and the delegates of the committee. Member states 

can vote in favor against or abstain during voting on resolutions or 

amendments, while all members of the committee can vote on 

procedural votes. During procedural votes abstentions are not in order. 

Non- Member delegations (Observer states, United Nations Agencies and 

Non- Governmental Organizations) have no right to vote on resolutions 

and amendments.   


